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Keeping Jailers from Keeping the Keys to the
Courthouse: The Prison Litigation Reform Act’s
Exhaustion Requirement and Section Five of the
Fourteenth Amendment
Joseph Alvarado1
I. INTRODUCTION
Prisons, jails, and other detention facilities in the United States are
dangerously overcrowded, creating highly stressful environments for
inmates and prison staff alike. As tensions run high, so do the occurrences
of civil rights violations. In February of 2009, a three-judge panel in
California tentatively ordered the release of approximately fifty-seven
thousand inmates on the grounds that overcrowding in state prisons denied
prisoners their right to mental health and medical treatment.2 In 2007, more
than seventy thousand prisoners were sexually abused in the United States,
according to Human Rights Watch.3 In 2006, the Orleans Parish Prison lost
its accreditation by the National Commission on Correctional Health Care
because of “service shortfalls” after Hurricane Katrina, and now it has one
of the highest prison mortality rates in the country.4
Subjecting a prisoner to cruel and unusual punishment is a violation of
the Eighth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.5 State prisoners can bring
federal claims against a prison for maltreatment or inadequate conditions by
bringing a claim under title 42 of the U.S. Code, Section 1983, for
violations of their federal rights.6 Federal prisoners can bring a “Bivens”
claim, which allows federal prisons to be sued in federal court for
constitutional violations.7 Before a civil rights claim (or any claim pursuant
to a federal statute) against the prison or prison officials can be filed in
federal court, an inmate must first take his or her grievance through the
prison’s own administrative remedy system.8 The administrative remedy
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processes can be strict, difficult, and implemented inconsistently, resulting
in an unfair tolling of statutes of limitation and civil rights violations
committed with impunity.
A legislative effort known as the Prison Litigation Reform Act (PLRA)
purportedly sought to reduce the number of frivolous lawsuits filed by
inmates.9 The PLRA was passed in 1996 with the stated goal of stemming
the flow of frivolous lawsuits that some politicians felt were inundating the
federal court system.10 Within the act lies an exhaustion requirement which
requires inmates with grievances against an institution to exhaust all
administrative remedies that the institution avails to them before they bring
their suit to federal court.11 The PLRA has not made prisoner grievance
systems more effective: while the number of lawsuits has in fact decreased
following the passage of the PLRA, evidence suggests that meritorious and
legitimate claims have been prevented from being raised right along with
the frivolous ones.
In November of 2007, in response to the many unintended consequences
of the PLRA, the U.S. House of Representatives introduced the Prison
Abuse Remedy Act (PARA) to make sorely needed amendments to several
PLRA provisions, including the exhaustion requirement.12 Unfortunately,
the bill died in the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism and
Homeland Security with the close of the 110th Congressional Session.13
It is imperative that Congress address the inadequacies of the PLRA by
reintroducing PARA in the next Congressional Session. Congress should
pass legislation requiring all prisons and jails to implement uniform
grievance procedures or at least hold all prisons and jails to the same set of
minimum standards that would ensure inmates with legitimate, meritorious
claims access to the federal judicial system. This can be achieved either by
expanding the requirements of the PLRA or by a separate action.
Part I of this article will discuss the particulars of what the PLRA
requires, its historical background, and its consequences. Part II addresses
the PLRA’s exhaustion requirement and the consequences attributable to
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that provision, such as the difficulties and limitations of administrative
remedy procedures. Part III discusses what changes are needed and what
efforts have or have not been made to implement those changes, including
what led to the PARA’s rise and fall. Part IV analyzes the strengths and
weaknesses of those recent efforts and proposes additional provisions for
the PARA; and that, as an alternative, Congress can exercise its Section
Five powers of the Fourteenth Amendment to implement blanket remedies
to standardize administrative remedy procedures.

II. THE PRISON LITIGATION REFORM ACT
The PLRA lays out the federal guidelines for inmates to bring a federal
claim against their prison. The legislative history of the PLRA (described in
section A below) provides insight into the political and social context under
which the act was passed; and thus, how the act’s strict and rigid
requirements (described in section B below) were rationalized. Though the
PLRA’s proponents have considered the legislation a success, section C
examines its unintended consequences, most notably the obstacles it created
for legitimate and meritorious claims to be heard.
A. Historical Background of the PLRA
Prior to the 1960s, prisoners were among those minority groups that
traditionally lacked the political power to pursue the expansion and
protection of constitutional rights.14 As a result of the successes of civil
rights litigation in the 1960s under the Warren Court, the federal judiciary
gained “broad equitable powers to undertake significant prison reform.”15 In
1964, the Supreme Court case Cooper v. Pate16 expanded the availability of
42 U.S.C. § 1983,17 allowing prison inmates to bring suit against prisons
that deprived them of their constitutional rights.18 In Cooper, an inmate in
the Illinois State Penitentiary was allowed to bring a cause of action against
the state for the denial of equal treatment on the basis of religion.19 The
inmate had been denied permission to buy certain religious publications,
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and he alleged religious discrimination as a basis for his cause of action.20
This case marked the beginning of an era of prison reform litigation.21
Given the distrust in state and lower courts to protect criminal procedural
civil rights, the federal judiciary expanded “individual liberties, including
new criminal procedural protections, [but] also created more constitutional
limitations on the states.”22 From the 1960s through the 1980s, prisoners
and prisoners’ rights activists took advantage of the expanded availability of
42 U.S.C. § 198323 by filing more lawsuits.24 However, beginning in the
late 1970s, many others, including the Rehnquist Court, became displeased
with the federal courts’ involvement with prison operations, particularly at
the state level.25
In 1980, Congress—signaling their own concern with the rising number
of federal suits—enacted the Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons Act
(CRIPA) as a means to reduce the number of federal civil rights claims
brought by inmates.26 In order to achieve that end, the act required adult
prison inmates in state facilities to exhaust their administrative remedies at
the state level prior to bringing their claims in federal court.27 CRIPA
authorized suits by prisoners and established several guidelines concerning
the deprivation of their constitutional rights.28
One CRIPA provision included the promulgation of voluntary “minimum
standards for the development and implementation of a plain, speedy, and
effective system for the resolution of grievances of adults confined in any
jail, prison, or other correctional facility.”29 If the institution’s
administrative remedies did not meet these minimum standards, however,
the act did not require their exhaustion before the claims were brought to
court.30 As such, the act also required that the U.S. Attorney General
develop a procedure for the review and certification of the individual
administrative remedy procedures (ARPs).31
According to the U.S. Department of Justice’s Bureau of Justice
Statistics, the number of federal civil rights claims filed by state prisoners
continued to rise, despite the intended purpose of CRIPA.32 Indeed, the
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period between 1980 and 1996—the year in which the PLRA was signed
into law by President Clinton—petitions filed by federal and state inmates
in U.S. district courts nearly tripled from 23,230 to 68,235.33
This increase in federal civil rights claims filed by inmates was primarily
attributed “to the increase in the [s]tate prison population.”34 The total U.S.
prison population—state and federal—increased by more than three-and-ahalf times within this same time period according to the Justice
Department’s study (from 329,821 in 1980, to 1,181,919 in 1996).35 In the
years following the passage of CRIPA, the United States also saw the
construction of approximately one thousand new prisons and jails.36 Despite
the boom, prisons and jails still became increasingly overcrowded during
that time.37
Overcrowded facilities are known to be dangerous and degrading,38 so it
is understandable that the potential for grievances and lawsuits would be
significantly increased as stress and frustration grows within the prisons.
Given the fact that the number of civil rights claims after CRIPA’s
enactment remained proportionate to the prison population, it is arguable
whether CRIPA was ineffective at achieving its intended goal of reducing
the number of federal civil rights claims.
Regardless of whether CRIPA was actually successful, in 1995, Congress
sought yet again to reduce the number of federal claims filed by prison
inmates, attributing the high volume to the ease with which prisoners were
able to file lawsuits. Congress was seemingly very concerned with the
federal judicial resources spent on frivolous lawsuits and the federal
judiciary’s micromanagement of prisons.39 The 103rd Congress passed the
PLRA while neglecting to confront the causes of legitimate civil rights
petitions or the causes of rising incarceration levels.
In April 1996, the PLRA was passed as part of the Omnibus Consolidated
Rescissions and Appropriations Act, an emergency appropriations bill that
ended the federal government budget standoff in 1996.40 The legislature
attempted to strike the balance between reducing the number of frivolous
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lawsuits filed by prisoners and maintaining the ability of prisoners to file
meritorious cases.41 In the debates preceding the passage of the bill, a
supporter of the PLRA, Senator Orrin Hatch, stressed that the high number
of frivolous lawsuits filed by inmates impeded the courts’ ability to consider
meritorious claims, and that he did “not want to prevent inmates from
raising legitimate claims.”42 A co-sponsor of the bill, Senator Strom
Thurmond, claimed that the act would allow the filing of meritorious claims
but that a judge would have “broader discretion to prevent frivolous and
malicious lawsuits filed by prison inmates.”43 These concerns came together
to form the basis of the PLRA’s requirements.
B. Requirements of the PLRA
The PLRA established several hurdles for inmates wishing to bring
federal lawsuits. In addition to the exhaustion requirement, the PLRA
requires that an inmate show physical injury before damages “for mental or
emotional injury suffered while in custody” may be recovered.44 Inmates
that bring an action, but have had at least three previous actions dismissed
“for being frivolous, malicious, or for failing to state a claim for which
relief may be granted,” must pay the entire filing fee.45 Indigent filers are
also required to pay a portion of the filing fee.46 One provision of the PLRA
threatens filers of malicious or harassing suits with the revocation of earned
good time credit;47 while another simply limits the courts’ power to grant
injunctive relief to prisoners, regardless of whether the suit is frivolous.48
Civil rights groups have described the PLRA as “extremely anti-prisoner,
and designed to limit a prisoner’s access to the federal courts.”49 Compared
with the CRIPA50—the PLRA’s predecessor51—the provisions are highly
burdensome and discouraging to prisoners who have grievances and
legitimate complaints. While the stated intention of the act was to filter out
the number of frivolous lawsuits filed from within prison walls, legitimate
lawsuits have been filtered out as well.52
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C. Effects and Consequences of the PLRA
The PLRA’s requirements have made filing a complaint more expensive,
more time-consuming, and more dangerous for prisoners.53 As such, a
number of unintended consequences have resulted, including the inability of
cases concerning, rape, assault, and religious rights violations to get filed in
federal court.54 At best, it seems disingenuous that these are the types of
cases that Congress truly envisioned would get more attention in lieu of the
frivolous claims.
The provisions in the PLRA, not contained in the CRIPA, that are mainly
responsible for producing the unintended consequences are the physical
injury requirement, the “three-strikes” provision, and the exhaustion
requirement. Whereas the CRIPA only applied to convicted adults in any
correctional facility,55 the PLRA expanded the affected population to “any
person incarcerated or detained in any facility who is accused of, convicted
of, sentenced for, or adjudicated delinquent for, violations of criminal law
or the terms and conditions of parole, probation, pretrial release, or
diversionary program.”56 As a result, the provisions of the PLRA also
constrain juvenile detainees, pre-trial detainees, and federal prisoners.
1. The Physical Injury Requirement
42 U.S.C. Section 1997e(e)—one of the statutes amended by the
PLRA—requires that an inmate must show that a physical injury has been
suffered before the inmate can recover damages for a claim of mental or
emotional distress. This has caused several problems.57 Because the statute
fails to define what constitutes a physical injury, many courts are split on
the issue. Some courts have held that the physical injury requirement
includes all injuries, including non-physical constitutional rights
violations;58 still other courts have ruled that those rights are noncompensable.59 Some courts have even ruled that a sexual assault is not a
physical injury,60 a significant concern considering the prevalence of sexual
abuse in prisons.61
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2. The Three Strikes Provision
The “three strikes” provision (often referred to as the “frequent filer
provision”) limits the number of times an inmate can file a federal case in a
given amount of time. A consequence is that some inmates who are prone to
frequent abuse, either from other inmates or prison staff, are barred from
filing legitimate claims within the given amount of time.62 Sometimes, a
failure to exhaust an administrative remedy as a result of some minor
technical error will count as a dismissal, and thus count against an inmate’s
permitted number of claims.63
3. The Exhaustion Requirement
Because the exhaustion requirement seems to exacerbate the
consequences of the two aforementioned requirements (the physical injury
requirement and the three strikes provision) of the PLRA, it is the main
focus of this article. The consequences of the exhaustion requirement will
be covered in Part II.

III. SPECIFIC CONSEQUENCES OF THE PLRA’S EXHAUSTION
REQUIREMENT
Many key consequences of the PLRA stem from its exhaustion
requirement. 42 U.S.C. Section 1997e(e) states that inmates must first
exhaust all administrative remedies that are available to them before they
may bring their claim to federal court.64 Prior to the U.S. Supreme Court’s
recent rulings in Porter v. Nussell, Booth v. Churner, and Woodford v. Ngo,
there was much controversy and many circuit court splits as to the meaning
of the exhaustion requirement and what actually constituted exhaustion.65
Some have argued that this was the result of poorly written and hastily
passed legislation, evidenced by its method of passage in an omnibus
appropriations bill.66 Regardless, the Supreme Court has provided some
clarity, even though some new questions have been raised as a result, and
some lingering questions remain unanswered.
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A. Porter v. Nussel and Booth v. Churner
While “prison conditions” went undefined in the PLRA, leaving
ambiguity as to what inmates could sue for, the Supreme Court has held that
the term “prison conditions” refers to everything that takes place within a
prison, from inadequate living conditions to excessive force.67 In Porter v.
Nussel, Nussel, an inmate in a Connecticut prison, brought a federal suit
against the institution for a violation of his constitutional right to be free
from cruel and unusual punishment, as he was severely beaten by prison
guards, following a pattern of harassment.68 However, he did not file a
grievance with the prison prior to his federal court filing, as required by the
PLRA when suing for inadequate “prison conditions” under Section 1983.69
The Court held “that the PLRA’s exhaustion requirement applies to all
inmate suits about prison life, whether they involve general circumstances
or particular episodes, and whether they allege excessive force or some
other wrong.”70
The Supreme Court also held that in order to comply with the PLRA’s
exhaustion requirement, an inmate must exhaust the prison’s grievance
system, regardless of whether the grievance system offers the type of relief
the inmate is seeking.71 In Booth v. Churner, Booth was a prisoner in a
Pennsylvania state prison, and he sued for an Eighth Amendment violation
of excessive force.72 Booth sued for monetary damages in federal court as
the Pennsylvania grievance system did not provide monetary remedies.73
However, the Court explained that it is the administrative process itself that
is to be exhausted, not merely the relief offered by individual grievance
processes.74 As a result, even though most grievance systems do not allow
for relief in the form of damages, a prisoner must file a grievance and await
the inevitable denial before filing a claim in federal court.75
B. Woodford v. Ngo
In 2007, the Supreme Court ruled that the exhaustion requirement was
not met “by filing an untimely or otherwise procedurally defective
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administrative grievance or appeal.”76 Before Woodford v. Ngo, the federal
appellate circuits were split as to whether an administrative grievance filed
after a prison’s set deadline, and consequently rejected by the prison’s
administration, was considered an exhaustion of an administrative remedy.77
In Woodford, the exhaustion requirement was challenged by an inmate
serving a life sentence in a California prison.78 The inmate was segregated
from the general population for over one month “as punishment for alleged
‘inappropriate activity’ with volunteer Catholic priests.”79 Upon his release
from segregation, Ngo was prohibited from participating in “evening
fellowship and bible study sessions” and from corresponding with a former
chapel volunteer.80 He filed a grievance six months later, arguing that his
punishment was ongoing and continuous, but his grievance and subsequent
appeal were denied because the original grievance was not filed within
fifteen days of the “event or decision being appealed.”81 He then filed his
claim in district court, but it was dismissed for failure to exhaust his
administrative remedies; the Ninth Circuit subsequently reversed.82 The
Supreme Court reversed and remanded the Ninth Circuit decision, holding
“that proper exhaustion of administrative remedies is necessary.”83
The prison argued that the exhaustion requirement meant “proper
exhaustion,” i.e., “that a prisoner must complete the administrative review
process in accordance with the applicable procedural rules, including
deadlines, as a precondition to bringing suit in federal court.”84 The Court
agreed that this interpretation was necessary “because no adjudicative
system can function effectively without imposing some orderly structure on
the course of its proceedings.”85 The Court focused on the wording of the
PLRA when it stated that the exhaustion provision will not allow a judicial
remedy to “be sought or obtained unless, until, or before certain other
remedies are exhausted.”86
Indeed, because of the use of the word “until,” the Court deemed the
wording of the PLRA closer to the wording of the traditional doctrine of
administrative exhaustion.87 Appealing to the well-established “Doctrine of
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Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies,”88 which provides “that no one is
entitled to judicial relief for a supposed or threatened injury until the
prescribed administrative remedy has been exhausted,”89 the Court
explained that the PLRA exhaustion provision means using “all steps that
the agency holds out, and doing so properly (so that the agency addresses
the issues on the merits).”90 The Court explained that the only time they can
“topple over administrative decisions” is when the decision was made in
error and that the error was appropriately objected to according to the
administrative rules.91 Under a plain reading, “42 U.S.C. § 1997e(a)
strongly suggests that the PLRA uses the term ‘exhausted’ to mean what the
term means in administrative law, where exhaustion means proper
exhaustion. Section 1997e(a) refers to ‘such administrative remedies as are
available,’ and thus points to the doctrine of exhaustion in administrative
law.”92
The ruling in Woodford has very serious implications. If a grievant
misses a deadline to file a grievance, at any level of the administrative
process—including appeals—and the prison administration refuses to
review the grievance on those grounds, the grievance will be dismissed, and
the remedies will not be deemed exhausted. Consequently, the grievant with
a legitimate meritorious claim will be left without an avenue for relief. The
ruling in Woodford has placed a significant burden on prisoners in states
whose ARPs make it extremely difficult for a grievant to meet his or her
deadlines. The next subsection will address how the difficulty in securing
relief varies among the states.
C. Administrative Remedy Procedures
In Woodford, the Court stated that “[c]orrections officials concerned
about maintaining order in their institutions have a reason for creating and
retaining grievance systems that provide—and that are perceived by
prisoners as providing—a meaningful opportunity for prisoners to raise
meritorious grievances.”93 Indeed, one of the reasons for the exhaustion
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requirement is to give the prison the opportunity to address the grievance on
their own before they get haled into court.94 Notwithstanding these reasons,
administrative remedies are often difficult to follow.
Most ARPs have a three-step process. The first step requires a prisoner to
make an effort to informally resolve the matter. The second step, if the first
was unsuccessful and the prisoner can provide such proof, requires the
prisoner to formally appeal.95 The third step usually involves another formal
appeal.96 The deadlines and requirements for each step vary among different
facilities.97
ARPs exist in every level and type of detention facility. The Federal
Bureau of Prisons (BOP) sets the guidelines for ARPs that are to be
implemented at both government-run prisons and private prisons contracted
to house federal prisoners.98 At the state and local level, ARP guidelines are
usually set by the state and implemented by the institutions that run the
facilities.99 Such facilities include state penitentiaries, city and county jails,
and juvenile detention centers.
1. The Federal Administrative Remedy Policy
As many of the challenges to the exhaustion requirement stem from state
ARPs, some of the PLRA’s critics have held the federal system to be a
model for individual state procedures. The BOP system is said to be
designed to handle inmate grievances more efficiently, somewhat fairly, and
with a higher level of investigation.100 It is intended to be applied
consistently throughout all federal prisons regardless of the state.101
The BOP’s ARP for federal prisons requires an informal attempt by the
aggrieved prisoner to resolve the issue before requesting a formal
administrative remedy.102 Both the informal and formal processes are
established by the wardens of each facility, both of which must be
completed within twenty days of the event that is the basis of the request.103
The BOP’s ARP allows for extensions under four circumstances: (1) the
inmate must have been in-transit and thus unable to obtain the necessary
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documents; (2) the inmate must have been physically incapable of preparing
a request (though assistance to illiterate, disabled, or non-English literate
inmates is to be ensured by the warden);104 (3) the inmate had to wait an
unusually long time for a response to an informal resolution attempt; or (4)
if the prison staff had verified a claim, the response to a request for copies
was delayed.105 Only one claim (and any related issues) may be placed on a
single grievance form; noncompliance will result in rejection. The facilities
are required to provide responses and reasonable time extensions for
resubmission in writing, when resubmission is allowed. Decisions not
allowing resubmission may also be appealed.106
There are two levels of formal appeals. First, appeals from a warden’s
decision are due to the regional director’s office within twenty days of the
warden’s dated response; and second, appeals from the regional director’s
office are due to the general counsel’s office within thirty days of that dated
response.107
While the BOP system is preferable to many state procedures, it is not
without faults. If one counts the initial filing as an appeal to the informal
attempt at resolution, then there are a total of three appeals for the inmate to
pursue, and therefore three deadlines to meet (the margin of error for
technical mistakes or not meeting deadlines is logically increased with
every additional step, possibly resulting in dismissal and thus, an inability to
exhaust all administrative remedies).108 The deadline for the initial appeal is
twenty days.109 However, if the inmate is initially confident that the
informal attempt will be successful, but is subsequently unsatisfied with the
result, the time in which to prepare a formal complaint (or first appeal) is
shortened. Not only does this put the grievant at a disadvantage, it deems
the informal process futile if the grievant decides to pursue and prepare for
both avenues simultaneously. Although the rules allow for a waiver of the
informal attempt if the issue is demonstrably sensitive (i.e., if the inmate’s
safety would be compromised) and is filed at a level above the warden,110 or
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if the warden allows for an exception after a request, the grievant still incurs
more procedural requirements (and thus an increased margin of error).111
2. Variance of Administrative Remedy Policies within the Ninth Circuit
A brief look at two states in the Ninth Judicial Circuit provides a
snapshot of the differences between various state ARPs. California, the state
with the highest incarceration rate in the nation, has a policy that is very
similar to the BOP’s system.112 While the BOP requires the formal
grievance to be filed within twenty days of the subject event, the California
system requires it to be filed within fifteen working days.113 Because
California requires the same procedure to be used for filing grievance
systems as it does for challenging disciplinary infractions, there are two
appellate procedures after the initial formal grievance is filed, resulting in a
total of four levels.114 Although the informal level requires confronting the
staff involved in the inmate’s grievance, it may be waived if it “may result
in a threat to the appellant’s safety or cause other serious and irreparable
harm.”115
In addition to the higher standard that California requires in order to
bypass the informal level, the same concerns raised by the BOP system are
also raised by the California system, (i.e., that more appellate levels invite
more mistakes and informal grievances are discouraging). Also, as far as
necessary conditions required for informal resolutions are concerned, even
if inmates do not sense imminent danger when they complete the informal
level, they may still feel discouraged to take that initial step, for fear of
ridicule.116
Washington provides a slightly longer deadline for the initial complaint
to be filed—twenty business days.117 Though it does not have an informal
remedy requirement, it does have three appellate processes.118 The deadline
to file these appellate processes is only two days.119
While California and Washington have some advantages and
disadvantages for inmates when compared with the BOP (i.e., different
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numbers of appeal levels and different timelines for reporting and appeals),
both states allow the PLRA to be applied differently within the same circuit.
The U.S. Supreme Court has attempted to interpret the exhaustion
requirement with limited success.
D. Jones v. Bock
A recent, unanimous U.S. Supreme Court decision has allowed some
leniency and fairness with regard to different interpretations of the
exhaustion requirement. In Jones v. Bock, three petitioners from separate
correctional facilities in Michigan challenged three of the Sixth Circuit’s
then-existing interpretations of the PLRA: specifically, whether a prisoner
must prove exhaustion in a complaint, whether the prisoner must name
defendants in a complaint not named in the grievance, and whether failure
to exhaust a single issue is grounds to dismiss an entire complaint.120
First, the Court ruled that inmates do not necessarily prove exhaustion in
a complaint under the PLRA because Federal Rule of Civil Procedure
(FRCP) 8(a) only requires “‘a short and plain statement of the claim’ in a
complaint, Rule 8(c) identifies a non-exhaustive list of affirmative defenses
that must be pleaded in response” and “that courts typically regard
exhaustion as an affirmative defense.”121 Thus, the Court stated that the
PLRA does not require “a prisoner to allege and demonstrate exhaustion in
his complaint.”122
The second issue addressed by the Jones court was whether, under the
PLRA, all defendants named in the complaint must have been identified in
the original grievance. The Court reasoned that:
Compliance with prison grievance procedures . . . is all that is
required by the PLRA to ‘properly exhaust.’ The level of detail
necessary in a grievance to comply with the grievance procedures
will vary from system to system and claim to claim, but it is the
prison’s requirements, and not the PLRA, that define the
boundaries of proper exhaustion.123
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Therefore, because Michigan’s ARP did not require the identification of
particular prison officials, it was not required under the PLRA, per se.124
The third issue was whether all claims presented in a complaint must be
exhausted at the administrative level before bringing them in a single
federal action in compliance with PLRA. The Court explained that “[t]here
is no reason [that] failure to exhaust on one [claim] necessarily affects any
other.”125 Thus, only those claims that have not been exhausted pursuant to
the exhaustion requirement may be dismissed; “if a complaint contains both
good and bad claims, the court proceeds with the good and leaves the
bad.”126
The Jones decision clarifies ambiguity within the PLRA and promotes
consistency in its implementation among the various states. However, when
we consider the Court’s ruling in regard to naming individual officials in a
grievance claim and the power that prison officials have in determining
what will constitute a proper federal constitutional claim, the Court’s
“hands off” attitude toward prison administration becomes clear.127 If a
prison’s ARP contains certain requirements for a grievance to be exhausted,
then the ease or difficulty with which a prisoner can bring a federal claim is
dependant upon those requirements. If a particular prison administration
sets unreasonable or arbitrary requirements that a given prisoner is unable to
meet, then it is because of that prison’s administration that the prisoner is
unable to bring a claim. This issue will be addressed further in Part III.
E. Juvenile Detention Centers
The PLRA’s exhaustion requirement carries heightened consideration
when we consider the fact that the PLRA, as opposed to its predecessor, the
CRIPA, applies to incarcerated juveniles.128 According to a 2007 report,
more than 100,000 juveniles were incarcerated in the United States, either
in juvenile detention centers or adult facilities.129 In 2005 and 2006, there
were close to seventeen allegations of sexual violence made for every 1,000
youths held in juvenile detention.130 Female youths are most at risk of
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experiencing sexual abuse by staff.131 Part of the problem is that in the
United States, male officers are allowed to work in all areas of female
detention centers.132 These statistics suggest that juvenile detainees face
constitutional violations as well. It is worth noting that while the PLRA
applies to juvenile correction centers, juvenile lawsuits were not the
intended target in the PLRA’s goal of reducing frivolous lawsuits.133 In fact,
two years after the PLRA was enacted, no more than a dozen federal claims
challenged the conditions of juvenile institutions in 1998.134 This is
evidence that, while juvenile detainees are vulnerable to constitutional
violations, they are not likely to seek a legal remedy.
Abuses in juvenile detention centers go beyond sexual abuse, and the
PLRA can be a barrier to getting those issues resolved. A quintessential
example of how the exhaustion requirement is a detriment to juveniles is the
case of Minix v. Paezera.135 This case was brought by a juvenile in custody
in the state of Indiana and his mother. During his incarceration, the young
man was beaten several times by other inmates. He once suffered a seizure
as a result but was denied help by facility staff. The youth was also raped,
and was forced to witness another inmate being raped. He feared retaliation
from the facility’s staff, as they were known to arrange fights and beatings
among the inmates, so he did not file a grievance—which the state of
Indiana requires to be filed within forty-eight hours of the event.136 The
federal claim against the prison officers, officials, and the Indiana
Department of Corrections was dismissed for failure to exhaust all
administrative remedies.137
Presumably, juveniles have even more difficulty reporting abuse because
they are less sophisticated and legally savvy than adult detainees. They do
not even have a constitutional right to a law library,138 so even more
competent juveniles are afforded less access to legal information. An
exhaustion requirement is yet another unnecessary hurdle for juvenile
detainees to access justice. The PLRA needs to be amended in order to give
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juveniles the ability to challenge abuses and conditions without fear of
reprisal and stigma.

IV. THE NEED FOR REFORM
A. The PLRA’s Deceiving Success Rates and Other Statistics
It stands to reason that if the PLRA had improved the quality of the cases
that were filed in federal court, the success rate of plaintiffs would also go
up.139 This has not been the case. The number of civil rights cases filed fell
from 41,679 in 1995 to 25,504 in 2000.140 “[B]etween 2000 and 2004, the
rate of filing remained relatively constant, dropping only slightly to
approximately 16 suits per 1000 inmates.”141 In 1995, plaintiffs who filed
federal civil rights claims were 13 percent successful.142 In 2002, six years
after the PLRA was passed, plaintiffs were only 10 percent successful.143
Thus, six years after the PLRA was passed, an inmate who filed a civil
rights claim was less likely to succeed.
In the immediate years after the PLRA was passed, a 2003 study found
that while inmate plaintiffs were winning a large portion of their cases that
were taken to trial, fewer cases were going to trial, and fewer cases were
settling, suggesting more dismissals.144
Although the drop in the number of suits filed confirms that the PLRA
has been successful in reducing the number of federal claims, the decrease
in success rates among inmates and the increase in dismissals also suggest
that the rate of frivolous federal claims has remained the same. Comparing
the current incarceration levels to levels when the PLRA was passed, it
follows that more abuses would tend to occur, thus giving rise to more
successful meritorious claims.
The PLRA was enacted in a different era with different statistics, and this
country has since experienced a significant rise in incarceration levels. The
prison population was 1,125,874 in 1995, growing to 1,381,892 in 2000.145
In the beginning of 2008, there were 1,596,127 inmates held in either state
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or federal prisons, combined with 723,131 held in local jails, for a total of
2,319,258 people incarcerated in the United States.146 To illustrate the
disturbing rate of rising incarceration levels, the Texas prison population
increased by 300 percent over the course of twenty years, between 1985 and
2005.147 Florida’s inmate population has increased from 53,000 to 97,000
between 1993 and 2007 and is estimated to reach 125,000 by 2013.148
Sources vary on whether overcrowding in prisons is on the decline. One
source estimated that while state prisons were running at 114 percent of
their operational capacity in 1999, in 2004 they were operating at 99
percent.149 Another source, however, reported that in 2004, state prisons
were running at 115 percent of their capacity.150
Despite the difference in estimates, it is reasonable to infer that with the
current levels of incarceration, and the resultant overcrowding and
understaffing, there should be a proportionate rise in meritorious civil rights
claims.151 Overcrowded conditions can lead to violence and abuse.152 As it
stands, “prisons are struggling mightily to keep a full complement of
officers on staff.”153 If correctional officers are in less of a position to
provide appropriate care, there should be a rise in meritorious and
successful lawsuits.
B. The Need to Reform Administrative Remedy Procedures
There is no limit to the complexity or difficulty that an incarcerating
authority can place on an inmate via an internal grievance procedure.154
Prisoners’ rights advocates have explained that the exhaustion requirement
“obstructs rather than incentivizes constitutional oversight of prison
conditions. It strongly encourages prison authorities to come up with ever
higher procedural hurdles in order to foreclose subsequent litigation.”155 It
is understood that correctional facilities would prefer to have an initial
opportunity to take corrective action when an inmate files a complaint.156
While it is in their interest to avoid litigation, an effective grievance system
also provides a source of information to make improvements to the facility,
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promote accountability and lawfulness, provide an opportunity for inmates
to be heard, and reduce tension.157 Unfortunately, the exhaustion
requirement encourages incarcerating authorities to immunize themselves
from liability instead of taking it as an opportunity to address concerns and
improve conditions.158 The exhaustion requirement is an arbitrary
obstruction to constitutional claims that should be heard before an impartial
court.159
States have been known to alter their ARPs in order to serve as a hurdle
that inmates must overcome in order to bring a claim in federal court.160
After the ruling in Jones v. Bock, the State of Illinois altered its ARP to
require that “prisoners name all of the individuals involved in the incident”
when filing a grievance.161 Prior to the ruling, the Seventh Circuit had
dismissed the State’s defense of non-exhaustion because Illinois’s ARP did
not specify a requirement for that level of detail at the time.162 Such a
change in procedure suggests that any state, not just Illinois, is able to create
barriers to limit access to courts, regardless of the merits of the case. As
individual states are responsible for the administration of state prisons and
thus liable for tort actions against prisons, such a technical nuance allows a
state to quickly dispose of a case, and thus end its exposure to litigation.
Although a requirement to name all defendants involved in an incident
may not seem like a difficult hurdle, it is entirely plausible for an inmate to
be kept from filing a grievance in the first place if he or she cannot discover
the name of those involved in his or her claim until after the deadline for the
grievance has passed. Normally, a plaintiff would have up until the normal
statute of limitations to discover the names of unknown defendants. Such
plaintiffs would even be able to amend a complaint in order to add the
names of defendants identifiable during discovery. But because of an extra
requirement in a state’s grievance procedure, the state potentially hinders
such inmates from filing a claim in court.
Filing is also complicated by the recurrent pattern “of threats and
retaliation against prisoners who file grievances and complaints.”163
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Recently, a complaint against a Michigan officer for physical threats and
assault was dismissed because the inmate failed to discuss the issue with the
officer, as required by the grievance system.164 Inmates are often required to
submit their grievance forms to, or attempt to informally resolve their
grievance with, the same guards that have abused them. This would
invariably discourage inmates from filing grievances.165 As an example of
intimidation, the staff at the Orange County Jail in Santa Ana, California,
has been known to refer to a grievance form as a “snivel sheet” and
routinely rejects them automatically for improper completion.166
Improper and untimely completion may occur for several reasons,
including incompetence. According to a study in 1998, “[a]bout 70 percent
of the prison inmates in the United States are illiterate.”167 Another study in
2003 showed, “forty percent of state prison inmates, twenty-seven percent
of federal inmates, and forty-seven percent of inmates in local jails have
failed to complete high school or its equivalent, compared with only about
eighteen percent of the general population.”168 It has been estimated that
approximately 200,000 incarcerated individuals in the United States “suffer
from a serious mental illness,”169 although that count may be higher
considering a 1999 estimate that there were “at least 350,000 mentally ill
people in jail and prison on any given day.”170 While many grievance
procedures ensure assistance to this population, and indeed, they may have
a right to such assistance,171 there are instances where this service is denied.
It is therefore very difficult for particularly vulnerable inmates to exhaust
the grievance system, at least within the timeframe required by many of the
current systems.
To illustrate that this is a real problem, consider the case in which a nonEnglish literate inmate filed a grievance in Spanish, alleging that he had not
been placed in English classes as he had requested.172 His grievance was
denied, albeit with the permission to resubmit the grievance in English.173 In
another instance, an inmate in Pennsylvania submitted a grievance form
replete with spelling and grammatical errors. The grievance was denied, and
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he was asked to resubmit the grievance with corrected spelling and
punctuation.174
Some prisoners’ rights advocates have suggested that the “exhaustion
provision should not be eliminated, but rather amended, to require simply
that prisoners’ claims be presented to corrections officials prior to court
filing” (i.e., a notification requirement).175 A notification of a lawsuit to
prison officials would certainly be one way to deal with the problems
presented by the exhaustion requirement, but a more direct and effective
way would be to amend the administrative remedies themselves.
Proponents of the PLRA might argue that a notification requirement
would not serve the reasons behind the exhaustion requirement. The
majority in Woodford stated that the purpose of the exhaustion requirement
is to allow an incarcerating authority the first opportunity to address its own
internal problems and to encourage compliance with individual grievance
processes. Furthermore, the Court stated that the exhaustion requirement is
designed to promote efficiency by discouraging frivolous cases.176
Unfortunately, all of these desired outcomes are attained at the expense of
the prisoner’s constitutional rights and are arguably better achieved with a
notification approach.
Assuming that a grievance procedure is effective and fair, a notification
would allow the facility the first opportunity to address its unique problem,
and it would certainly promote the resolution of meritorious cases, in that
prisons would get the first chance at resolving frivolous claims, and
meritorious ones would advance. However, if an aggrieved inmate were
merely required to notify the prison of an impending lawsuit, there would
be no incentive to comply with the administrative procedures.
If the reduction of frivolous lawsuits, with an ultimate goal of allocating
more resources toward meritorious ones, were the intention of the PLRA,
then it should not matter if meritorious claims are compliant with the ARPs.
The Court in Woodford points out that state institutions have the most to
benefit from handling grievances first because “it is difficult to imagine an
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activity in which a State has a stronger interest, or one that is more
intricately bound up with state laws, regulations, and procedures, than the
administration of its prisons.”177 However, there seems to be no benefit to
subjecting meritorious claims to ARP compliance.
C. The Prison Abuse Remedies Act
On November 7, 2007, U.S. Representatives Robert Scott and John
Conyers introduced the Prison Abuse Remedies Act (H.R. 4109) (PARA)
“[t]o provide for the redress of prison abuses.”178 A hearing was held on
November 8, 2007, concerning the problems of the PLRA; this was the first
such hearing in the eleven years since the PLRA was enacted.179 The PARA
might have been introduced as a response to Woodford and Jones, but more
than likely it was born out of the recent call for reform by groups that were
not typically considered prisoners’ rights advocates, such as the American
Bar Association (ABA).180
The PARA sought to revise the PLRA’s exhaustion requirement, or
U.S.C. 1997e(a). Section 3 of the PARA entitled “Staying of Nonfrivolous
Civil Actions to Permit Resolution Through Administrative Processes,”
reads as follows:
Subsection (a) of section 7 of the Civil Rights of
Institutionalized Persons Act (42 U.S.C. 1997e(a)) is amended to
read as follows:
(a) Administrative Remedies (1) PRESENTATION - No claim with respect to prison
conditions under section 1979 of the Revised statutes (42
U.S.C. 1983), or any other Federal law, by a prisoner
confined in any jail, prison, or other correctional facility
shall be adjudicated except under section 1915A(b) of
title 28, United States Code, until the claim has been
presented for consideration to officials of the facility in
which the claim arose. Such Presentation satisfies the
requirement of this paragraph if it provides prison
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officials of the facility in which the claim arose with
reasonable notice of the prisoner’s claim, and if it occurs
within the generally applicable limitation period for filing
suit.
(2) STAY - If a claim included in a complaint has not
been presented as required by paragraph (1), and the court
does not dismiss the claim under section 1915A(b) of title
28, United States Code, the court shall stay the action for
a period not to exceed 90 days and shall direct prison
officials to consider the relevant claim or claims through
such administrative process as they deem appropriate.
However, the court shall not stay the action if the court
determines that the prisoner is in danger of immediate
harm.
(3) PROCEEDING - Upon the expiration of the stay
under paragraph (2), the court shall proceed with the
action except to the extent the court is notified by the
parties that it has been resolved. 181
PARA’s changes to the PLRA were based on suggestions given by
Professor Margo Schlanger and the Coalition to Stop Abuse and Violence
Everywhere (SAVE), a prisoners’ rights group dedicated to the prevention
of violence.182 The SAVE Coalition and Schlanger, a prominent prisoners’
rights scholar, suggested that a presentation requirement, as described in
paragraph (1) of the PARA, be substituted for the exhaustion
requirement.183 In addition, the ABA suggested that a stay be granted to
prisoners who have filed a lawsuit but who have not yet exhausted the
administrative remedies in order to give the inmate and the institution an
opportunity to resolve the conflict without running the risk of having a
meritorious case dismissed for non-exhaustion. The ABA also pointed out
in its resolution that the Woodford decision, which engrafted a “proceduraldefault rule . . . onto the exhaustion requirement[,] imposes a statute of
limitations on many prisoners that ranges from a few days to a few
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weeks.”184 However, the ABA noted that even 120 days may not be enough
for a victim to realize that they have a civil rights claim.185
Although the PARA proposed a ninety day stay, as opposed to the
minimal 120 day stay suggested by the ABA, the PARA was a step in the
direction of giving all inmates, regardless of what state they are in, an equal
amount of time to pursue a federal claim pursuant to a federal statute.186
The PARA did not proceed beyond the committee stage. Additional
hearings were held on April 22, 2008, but that was the last congressional
action that took place in regard to the PARA.187 When the 111th Congress
meets, it is imperative that the PARA get reintroduced and passed. Prisoners
tend to be left out of the political debate, especially when there is a call to
be “tough on crime” by the electorate. Prisoners and prisoner advocates
should not have to endure another eleven years of prison abuse that is
fostered through the PLRA and its respective case law.
Though the PARA did not pass in 2008, it can be improved. As the
dissent in Woodford points out, the majority did not answer the question as
to what constitutes a “meaningful” grievance system.188 As discussed in
detail in Part IV below, regardless of whether the exhaustion requirement is
amended (but more importantly if it is not), there needs to be some sort of
standardization of the various ARPs. If grievance systems are to efficiently
resolve meritorious claims and successfully dispose of frivolous ones,
Congress should pass legislation that will require all correctional facilities’
grievance procedures to comply with a system that ensures that they will
function effectively.189 If Section 3 of the PARA successfully passes, then it
will be easier to pass legislation that enforces a minimum set of
requirements. And to avoid the opportunity for states to opt out of
compliance, Part IV describes an avenue that will further incentivize
compliance with the standardization of grievance systems.
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V. AVENUES TO REFORM THE NATION’S ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDY
PROCEDURES
A. Advancement of the ABA’s Suggested Proposals
In February of 2007, the chair of the American Bar Association’s
Criminal Justice Section wrote a report in support of a resolution to amend
the PLRA.190 He suggested that possible “steps the federal government can
take to foster the just resolution of prisoners’ complaints by correctional
grievance systems . . . might include linking federal funding to specified
improvements in grievance processes [and] technical assistance from the
federal government to improve those processes. . . .”191
In the spirit of the ABA’s recommendation, Congress should use its
federal enforcement power under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment
of the Constitution to reinstate the five minimum standards required of
internal prison grievance systems under CRIPA: (1) a decentralized
advisement board; (2) time limits for responses to inmate grievances; (3)
prioritization of certain grievances; (4) safeguards against reprisal for filing
grievances; and (5) independent review of grievance dispositions.192
The ABA letter further opined that grievance systems should “maximize
their potential to solve problems, address prisoner’s legitimate concerns,
and remedy violations of prisoner’s legal rights. . . .”193 These three criteria
existed to some extent prior to the PLRA. First, under CRIPA, grievance
systems maximized their problem-solving potential in that all correctional
facilities were required to provide for a decentralized advisory role of both
staff and inmates in “the formulation, implementation, and operation of
[grievance] system[s].”194
Second, the legitimate concerns of inmates would certainly be addressed
because CRIPA mandated time limitations for written responses to
grievances, as well as mandated that specific reasons be given for the
decisions in the written responses.195
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Third, the remaining three standards under CRIPA ensured the remedy
for legal rights violations. CRIPA stated that grievances that would result in
“substantial risk of personal injury” by the grievant if delayed were to be
given priority processing.196 Safeguards against reprisal were required for a
grievant if the resolution of the grievance posed a risk of such reprisal.197
Most importantly, CRIPA required an independent review of all grievance
dispositions by a party who was “not under control or under direct
supervision of the institution.”198
These five recommended standards would serve as a sufficient basis for a
system of federally mandated grievance systems proposed herein. However,
if legislation is needed in lieu of the PARA’s presentation requirement, i.e.,
if Section 1997e(a) does not get amended, four more recommended
standards could create a viable alternative.
First, the specific time limit for written responses should be regulated to
leave enough time to meet the statute of limitations to file a suit in federal
court. As described above, a detention facility’s response to a grievance is
required to be in writing in most instances, yet the time limit for a prison to
provide this response varies from state to state. Under this proposal, a
sufficient time limit for a response to an administrative appeal will be
before one third of the normal statute of limitations has elapsed. This would
give the aggrieved inmate a sufficient amount of time to prepare a federal
case should the response not provide an adequate remedy.
Second, the number of appeal levels within the individual grievance
systems should be limited to one. This would serve two purposes: it would
reduce the level of complexity for the aggrieved inmate, and it would
reduce the bureaucracy and costs to the states. The more levels of appeals
an aggrieved inmate is forced to comply with increases that inmate’s
chances of missing a deadline and making a procedural error, especially for
the undereducated, mentally ill, or illiterate. Also, numerous appeals take
more resources. Because an individual state would be more familiar with its
own system and allocation of funds, it would be up to the state to determine
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who should be the appellate authority, e.g., the warden, regional director,
state correction department, etc.
Third, any requirement that calls for an inmate to pursue informal
procedures to remedy the problem should be made optional. There are two
reasons for this as well: an inmate may find it more convenient, efficient, or
expedient to deal with the problem informally, yet another inmate may not
feel safe or comfortable doing so. To enforce a mandatory informal attempt
to remedy a situation as a default procedure—which thereby makes a
bypass of this step an exception that would require additional paperwork—
unnecessarily increases the danger of retaliation toward an aggrieved
inmate.
Finally, in an effort to ensure compliance, an aggrieved inmate should be
allowed to bring a cause of action against the state for the violation of any
of the minimum standard requirements.
B. Constitutional Considerations
This proposed legislation is likely to be controversial. First, the
regulation of state prisons is traditionally a power that has been reserved for
the states.199 CRIPA originally made their requirements optional and would
allow an affirmative defense of failure to exhaust all administrative
remedies as a reward for compliance. Under this proposal, the standards
would not be optional. Second, because this proposed law would abrogate
sovereign state immunity from being sued in federal court, Eleventh
Amendment issues must also be taken into account. Should Congress take
these steps, it would stand to reason that some states would challenge the
statute on the grounds that a provision allowing a civil remedy to a prisoner
against that state would violate their sovereign immunity under the Eleventh
Amendment. In order to make sure these issues pass constitutional muster,
it will be necessary to determine whether Congress acted within its rights
under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment.
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The Supreme Court has declared that Section 5 of the Fourteenth
Amendment is “a positive grant of legislative power authorizing Congress
to exercise its discretion in determining the need for and nature of
legislation to secure Fourteenth Amendment guarantees.”200 A prisoner’s
access to court is certainly a Fourteenth Amendment guarantee;201 it is well
established that “prisoners have a constitutional right of access to the
courts,”202 and of course, the equal protection clause provides that “[n]o
state shall . . . deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due
process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws.”203
This new legislation would aim to prevent and remedy constitutional
violations by state governments (i.e., to protect the right of prisoners to
bring their legitimate and meritorious claims in federal court without the
interference of prison officials). If passed, this law would eliminate the
possibility that a valid claim would be prevented from being heard by a
federal court because certain administrative procedures, procedures that are
separate from the judicial process, were not followed. According to the
Supreme Court, “[b]ecause prisoners retain . . . [their First Amendment
right to petition the government for a redress of grievances], ‘when a prison
regulation or practice offends a fundamental constitutional guarantee,
federal courts will discharge their duty to protect constitutional rights.’”204
Congress, by enacting these minimum requirements, would enhance a
constitutional right already recognized and defined by the Supreme Court.
A prison’s refusal to comply with such requirements does not serve a
legitimate penological interest.205 Such a rational basis for review would be
the lowest standard that a prison would have to meet in order for them to
justify such violations. Indeed, such laws would further the safety and
integrity of prisons, without taking away too much of their traditional
authority as the legislation would allow discretion in determining the best
way to meet all of the minimal requirements.
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1. Remedial and Preventive Measure
In order to enact this law and exercise its power under the enforcement
clause it must be shown “[that] Congress had evidence of a pattern of
constitutional violations on the part of the States in this area.”206 Congress
will need to find that prison administrations have pervasively denied court
access to inmates with valid claims. Part III above provides empirical and
statistical evidence that state governments, through prison administrations,
have not only violated prisoners’ rights to access courts, but that all states
maintain the ability to do so. As such, Congress will have shown that the
new law seeks to remedy and prevent constitutional violations.
However, as “preventive rules are sometimes appropriate remedial
measures,” appropriateness “must be considered in light of the evil
presented.”207 Congress would then have to show “a congruence between
the means used and the ends to be achieved.”208 Ultimately, it is important
that preventive measures are not unwarranted responses to other, lesser
harms.209
2. Congruent and Proportional
A constitutional violation under these circumstances would occur when
inmates, for all intents and purposes, are kept from filing legitimate suits.
Some argue that prisoners are not barred from bringing meritorious claims
under the PLRA, “provided that the prisoners fully proceed through the
prison’s internal grievance system and abide by its deadlines.”210 However,
as mentioned earlier, current ARP guidelines are established by the states,
and the actual ARPs are developed by the incarcerating authorities, thus
allowing those entities to make the rules concerning who has access to
federal courts to protect their constitutional rights.211 Under the PLRA,
prisons are encouraged “to come up with high procedural hurdles, and to
refuse to consider the merits of serious grievances, in order to best preserve
a defense of non-exhaustion.”212
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As mentioned previously, there have been many instances where an
inmate failed to exhaust all administrative remedies as required by the
PLRA and was therefore prevented from bringing a federal claim against a
prison.213 As unjust and inappropriate a system that would perpetuate such a
phenomenon may be, merely showing that inmates are notoriously late in
filing grievances, or are reluctant to obtain available assistance to correctly
complete the requisite forms, will not convincingly illustrate that the prison
is denying the inmates access to courts. But when inadequate timelines and
arbitrary procedures affect the ability of incompetent aggrieved inmates to
successfully complete a grievance, the denial of rights by prison officials is
highlighted.
The legislation recommended here is, therefore, congruent and
proportional. First, the requirement that a final written response to an
aggrieved inmate’s claim leave a substantial amount of time to meet the
statute of limitations is necessary, as state guidelines may allow a claim to
go unanswered for long periods of time. If the final response arrives and it
is unsatisfactory to the aggrieved inmate, the inmate may not have enough
time to prepare a timely complaint. The first proposal would eliminate the
possibility of this occurrence.
Second, because of the high volume of undereducated, illiterate, and
mentally ill inmates, an excess number of appeals at the administrative level
may become unnecessarily and detrimentally burdensome. Keeping the
number of appeals to a minimum reduces the chances of inmates with
legitimate claims from making clerical errors.
Third, voluntary informal grievances protect vulnerable inmates from
further abuse or retaliation if they are allowed to bypass that step. The risk
of harassment could dissuade inmates from pursuing a valid claim. The
showing of immediate danger, which many systems require, appears to be
an arbitrary obstruction.
Finally, a claim for damages is needed to deter state governments from
choosing not to comply with federal standards, thereby diminishing the
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possibility that state governments would deny inmates their constitutional
right to access the courts. The federal government may use the distribution
of funds to the states in order to induce compliance, but if a state chooses to
decline, then the door for violations is left open.
The sort of obstruction described in Part III above is prevalent throughout
the nation’s prisons and jails. States and correctional facilities have an
incentive to alter their regulations at their own discretion in order to deny an
individual a constitutional right to access the courts. Because the nation’s
institutions run the risk of such misconduct, and the laws proposed herein
have applied to all states in the past, via the CRIPA, enacting the proposed
legislation is appropriate. This proposed law would give all inmates a fair
chance of suing state officials pursuant to federal statutes. Congress is
authorized to allow individuals to bring suit against the state in federal court
for violation of these acts because such a proposal would be a congruent
and proportional solution to the problems it is intended to prevent. In
addition, the looming threat of lawsuits would force correctional facilities to
comply.

VI. CONCLUSION
Despite the stated intentions of its original supporters, the PLRA has
proved to be unsuccessful in its efforts to reduce the number of frivolous
lawsuits filed by prisoners. Although it was claimed that the PLRA would
not hinder the ability of inmates to bring meritorious claims into federal
court, and would in fact increase judicial resources so that meritorious
claims would receive more attention, evidence has shown otherwise. The
PLRA has had a sweeping effect of preventing many cases, regardless of
their merits, from being litigated in federal court.
Among the top provisions responsible for this harsh effect is the PLRA’s
exhaustion requirement, which requires the exhaustion of prison grievance
systems before inmates can bring their claims to court. If the promotion of
justice and civil rights was the intention of the PLRA, it is irrelevant
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whether prisoners have complied with ARPs. The exhaustion requirement is
simply an arbitrary obstruction to inmates’ access to the courts.
Although members of the House of Representatives introduced an
amendment to the PLRA in 2008, the attempt was unsuccessful. The PARA
would have taken away the exhaustion requirement and replaced it with a
requirement that would simply allow grievant prisoners to notify the
appropriate prison officials of their intended lawsuit. Such a notification
would encourage prison officials to rectify the situation complained of, and
thus give them an opportunity to prevent litigation; however, it could render
the grievance process ineffective. Regardless, if the PLRA were intended to
promote justice and civil rights, it is irrelevant whether prisoners have
complied with the ARPs. The exhaustion requirement does little more than
keep legitimately aggrieved inmates from entering a federal courthouse. As
an alternative, I have recommended that Congress exercise its Section 5
powers under the Fourteenth Amendment to enact legislation that would set
minimum requirements for all grievance systems and provide a legal
remedy against the sovereign states. This would ensure that prisoners have
access to federal courts and that all prisoners enjoy the freedom to raise
their concerns without fear of reprisal when they feel that other
constitutional rights have been violated. The time for reform is now.
In 2003, Congress passed the Prison Rape Elimination Act, affirming its
“duty to protect incarcerated individuals from sexual abuse.”214 The Act
required the establishment of a national commission to develop standards
for correctional facilities nationwide that would set up a process to
eliminate prison rape.215 The National Prison Rape Elimination Commission
(NPREC) released a report in June 2009 in which it stated that the PLRA
“has compromised the regulatory role of the courts and the ability of
incarcerated victims of sexual abuse to seek justice in court.”216 The
NPREC explicitly cited the exhaustion requirement as one of the
contributing factors to this breakdown of justice.217 As such, the NPREC
has recommended a standard under which “an inmate will have been
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deemed to have exhausted all administrative remedies as of ninety days
after a report of sexual abuse has been made.”218 The standard allows
reports to be made at any time after the incident of abuse.219 It also allows
the ninety days to be reduced to forty-eight hours in cases where an inmate
petitions the court for an immediate injunction seeking protection from
imminent harm.220
Should the U.S. Attorney General approve these standards in 2010, the
U.S. government will have recognized that prisoners face enormous
obstacles in accessing justice. This will create the right political climate for
advocates to push for further changes to the PLRA and the exhaustion
requirement. “With the number of adults just shy of 230 million,” we are
reaching a point in our history when traditional punitive measures and
prison administration must change.221
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